sGRB ver 116b of 2020 Feb 14 run on 2020-08-12 14:45:25
T0 = 618946278.448000 = 2020-08-12 17:31:13.448000
Alg: 3: P01 of F0001: glg_tte_b0_200812_17z_v00

Counts per bin

27 to 294 keV

26 to 295 keV

27 to 296 keV

27 to 296 keV

0.512 s bins. T0 = MET 618946278.448000
sGRB ver 116b of 2020 Feb 14 run on 2020-08-12 14:45:25
T0 = 618946278.448000 = 2020-08-12 17:31:13.448000
Algr: 3: P01 of F0001: glg_tte_b0_200812_17z_v00

27 to 294 keV N4

26 to 295 keV N5

29 to 296 keV N6

27 to 293 keV N7

0.512 s bins. T0 = MET 618946278.448000
sGRB ver 116b of 2020 Feb 14 run on 2020-08-12 14:45:25
T0 = 618946278.448000 = 2020-08-12 17:31:13.448000
Algr: 3: P01 of F0001: glg_tte_b0_200812_17z_v00

counts per bin

28 to 298 keV

counts per bin

27 to 296 keV

counts per bin

25 to 294 keV

counts per bin

26 to 291 keV

0.512 s bins. T0 = MET 618946278.448000
sGRB ver 116b of 2020 Feb 14 run on 2020-08-12 14:45:25
T0 = 618946278.448000 = 2020-08-12 17:31:13.448000
Algr: 3: P01 of F0001: glg_tte_b0_200812_17z_v00

Counts per bin:
- 113 to 2120 keV
- 105 to 2121 keV

0.512 s bins. T0 = MET 618946278.448000